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Abstract—Information uncertainty is inherent in many problems and is often subtle and complicated to understand. Although
visualization is a powerful means for exploring and understanding information, information uncertainty visualization is ad hoc and not
widespread. This paper identifies two main barriers to the uptake of information uncertainty visualization: first, the difficulty of modeling
and propagating the uncertainty information and, second, the difficulty of mapping uncertainty to visual elements. To overcome these
barriers, we extend the spreadsheet paradigm to encapsulate uncertainty details within cells. This creates an inherent awareness of
the uncertainty associated with each variable. The spreadsheet can hide the uncertainty details, enabling the user to think simply in
terms of variables. Furthermore, the system can aid with automated propagation of uncertainty information, since it is intrinsically
aware of the uncertainty. The system also enables mapping the encapsulated uncertainty to visual elements via the formula language
and a visualization sheet. Support for such low-level visual mapping provides flexibility to explore new techniques for information
uncertainty visualization.
Index Terms—Uncertainty visualization, information uncertainty, fuzzy visualization, visualization process, visualization framework,
information modeling.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
INFORMATION uncertainty is present in many fields, andnumerous modeling techniques exist to manage this
uncertainty. Using information uncertainty modeling tech-
niques not only provides greater confidence in results but
can also give an indication of how much confidence to place
in the result. Visualization is a powerful tool for exploring
and understanding information. However, when it comes to
visualizing information with uncertainty, too often, the
information is treated as though it were entirely certain,
thus, discarding valuable knowledge.
The term uncertainty has broad meaning and can relate to
numerous aspects of uncertainty, for some examples see
[16]. This paper deals with uncertainty about the true value
of information, which we refer to as information uncertainty.
Such uncertainties arise due to predictions, errors or
imprecision in measurement, linguistic ambiguity or vague-
ness, lacking or insufficient information, and similar
sources. The common theme is that the uncertainty can be
characterized for a particular unit of information.
Despite ongoing research into information uncertainty
visualization methods (for example, [5], [6], [11], [19]),
information uncertainty visualization has failed to gain
widespread acceptance. Barriers to the uptake of informa-
tion uncertainty visualization include an artificial separa-
tion between modeling of information and its uncertainty,
and the need for nonstandard display techniques. This
combination often results in ad hoc visualizations. From a
practical point of view, the tools that users employ are not
conducive to uncertainty modeling and visualization,
which results in a tendency by users to ignore uncertainty
for visualization.
To overcome these barriers, we present a visualization
system based on a spreadsheet paradigm that inherently
supports modeling, propagation, and visualization of
information uncertainty. Facilitating this system requires
the integration of uncertainty modeling techniques into a
hierarchical order, encapsulation of uncertainty parameters
in highly cohesive polymorphic data types, and access to a
sufficiently general form of uncertainty when mapping to
visual elements. Spreadsheets are ubiquitous, intuitive, and
offer several other advantages such as immediate feedback
when changes are made.
The significance of our spreadsheet approach is fourfold.
First, our spreadsheet does not require additional cells to
hold uncertainty details when they are added, which
prevents the complexity of the spreadsheet layout from
spiraling out of control. Second, adding uncertainty
information does not change spreadsheet layout; hence,
the user’s model is represented identically to a model
without uncertainty details. Third, the user’s formulas
remain unchanged, which makes them easier to read and
understand, and not specific to any particular uncertainty
modeling type. Fourth, abstracting the mapping of un-
certainty information to visual elements allows the user to
change uncertainty information in the model without
destroying the visualizations that depend on the model.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
related work on spreadsheets and visualization. Section 3
discusses issues facing users when they seek to visualize
information uncertainty, drawing out desired characteris-
tics of solutions motivating our work. Section 4 describes
encapsulating uncertainty within information, such that the
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semantics of the parameters and propagation of the
uncertainty is given structural support, and proposing a
general uncertainty form for use with visualization. Sec-
tion 5 details the motivation and design for a spreadsheet-
based integrated modeling and visualization system and
presents capabilities of such an approach. Section 6 uses a
case study in financial modeling to demonstrate the new
framework’s improvements in accessibility, power, and
visualization sophistication over traditional approaches.
2 RELATED WORK
The spreadsheet paradigm widely understood for mana-
ging numerical information, prompting researchers to
explore other uses. An early proposal to generalize
spreadsheets is the Analytical Spreadsheet Package [21]
(ASP), which allowed any Smalltalk-80 object to be placed
inside a cell and used Smalltalk messages as formulas.
Although this provides flexibility, it is too general and
complicated for nonexpert users to understand. However,
ASP did anticipate many of the uses explored by works that
followed, such as widgets, which are available in Spread-
sheets for Images [15] (SI). SI extends traditional spread-
sheets to include graphical objects, including several
different widgets and images. Further, SI takes the unusual
step of allowing formulas to write their results to a different
cell. Although this offers flow control, it can complicate the
user’s interpretation of the spreadsheet.
FINESSE [27] specifically targeted real-time financial
information, adding images, heat maps, and graphs to the
regular cell types. FINESSE introduced “presentation
relationships,” where groups of cells have access to
common presentation attributes. This provides for shared
memory that is not shown in a cell. However, other systems
(including SI) achieve a similar effect by storing presenta-
tion attributes in cells.
The Spreadsheet for Information Visualization [7], [8]
(SIV) explored more general visualization, building on the
Visualization Toolkit [24] (VTK). Each cell in SIV can
contain a visualization, including the data sets used to drive
the visualization. Visualization related operators are avail-
able and can operate on multiple cells such as a whole
column. SIV is motivated by the ability to compare
visualizations side-by-side, particularly to see incremental
changes, which is often referred to as “small multiples”
after [25, p. 67]. Further, a key advantage of spreadsheets is
to use templates for analysis and experimentation.
Although suited to visualization tasks, SIV is not particu-
larly suited to modeling as it is optimized for fewer cells
containing larger data sets and has dispensed with
traditional text and numerical cells.
VisTrails [1], [3] specifically uses a spreadsheet for
displaying multiple visualizations for side-by-side explora-
tion. In this sense, the term spreadsheet refers to the tabular
appearance rather than any ability to create formula driven
relationships. Similarly, tabular visualization methods, such
as Hyperslice [26] and TableLens [22], share some similarity
to spreadsheets. However, traditional spreadsheets are
sparse, allow a mix of cells, and offer intercell dependencies
through formulas. These properties lend to a paper-likeness
that separates spreadsheets from tabular displays.
Prior work on uncertainty visualization frameworks
includes the multiagent framework for supporting visuali-
zation of fuzzy systems [20]. This framework consists of
multiple agents that coordinate to deliver appropriate
options to the user, with the aim of being context sensitive
and relevant. Our framework aims to provide an environ-
ment conducive to modeling and visualization of informa-
tion uncertainty and provides users with flexibility when it
comes to visual mappings. However, the two are not
mutually exclusive, and the multiagent approach could be
incorporated in the visualization system component of our
framework. The profile agent of the multiagent framework
learns user preferences to tune the options that are
displayed to the user. This is similar to [10], which details
a formal notation and calculus for visualization exploration.
Both of these are intended to improve visualization work-
flow and could be integrated into the framework described
here; however, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
3 ISSUES IN INFORMATION UNCERTAINTY
VISUALIZATION
This section examines the issues that confront users when
they seek to visualize information uncertainty. At present,
information uncertainty visualization is nontrivial and
requires the user to have both a comprehensive under-
standing of uncertainty and sophistication with visualiza-
tion tools.
3.1 Sensemaking/Visualization
Visualization is “the bringing out of meaning in informa-
tion” [12]. It is performed iteratively and usually as part of
the sensemaking cycle [4], [23]. The iterative looping is not
exclusive to mapping data into visual form; instead, users
sometimes return to the data model to gather or transform
data. This is particularly true for information uncertainty.
For example, uncertainty details can be deemed to be more
important later, once the basic model is in place, or the
uncertainty details may change as more becomes known
about the variables. Therefore, frameworks for information
uncertainty visualization should ideally allow the user to go
back to make changes with minimal effort.
3.2 Visualizing Information Uncertainty
3.2.1 Flexibility
Visualization of information uncertainty is different from
visualizing other forms of information for two main
reasons. First, information uncertainty is associated with a
particular unit of information. This means that the
uncertainty cannot be freely visualized without regard to
its interpretation relative to the information to which it
belongs. Second, information uncertainty is usually
mapped differently to visual elements. For example,
uncertainty is commonly mapped to intrinsic properties,
such as transparency or color or by adding a dimension to
geometry such as using a surface where there would
otherwise be a line. Therefore, a visualization system for
information uncertainty requires the flexibility in mapping
uncertainty to visual elements, including intrinsic proper-
ties and changed geometry.
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Fig. 1 demonstrates how information uncertainty is
associated with information, but typically mapped differ-
ently to visual elements. Four graph visualizations of
historical and predicted employment rates in California
are shown. Fig. 1a assumes that growth will continue at the
average growth rate of the past 15 years and is therefore
visualized using traditional means. Although the informa-
tion in Fig. 1a is modeled as not being subject to uncertainty,
it requires the unreliable assumption about employment
rates to be made. The graph Fig. 1b estimates that the
growth will continue at the average rate. The fact that the
predictions are estimates is indicated by the line stippling,
an intrinsic property of the line. The graph in Fig. 1c shows
the possible range within the maximum and minimum
growth rates experienced in the past 15 years. The
uncertainty is indicated by extending the one-dimensional
line into a two-dimensional (2D) polygon. The graph in
Fig. 1d uses a normal distribution centered on the average
growth rate. The uncertainty is indicated by both extending
the dimensionality of the line and mapping to the intrinsic
property of opacity.
3.2.2 Homogeneous Access
To enable the visual mappings that expose the uncertainty
in variables, it is necessary to have access to the associated
uncertainty details. However, there are numerous uncer-
tainty modeling techniques that use different methods for
encoding the uncertainty. This creates a barrier to visualiz-
ing uncertain information because visual mappings that
work with one uncertainty modeling technique may not
work for another. Such inconsistency creates a strong
dependency between visualizations and the data types
used in the model, limiting the user’s ability to update the
model. Therefore, a generalized means for accessing
information uncertainty information should be sought to
enable a consistent environment information uncertainty
visualization.
3.3 Declaring and Managing Information
Uncertainty
3.3.1 Model Rigidity
The declaration of the information uncertainty should be
colocated with the information to which it relates, since the
two are fundamentally connected. However, this relation-
ship is neglected in most environments, which instead
require the user to declare the parameters of the uncertainty
separately from the variable. This results in an added layer
of complexity, and the user is faced with an increasingly
intricate data model.
Adding uncertainty information to a data model allows
the user to specify a greater level of detail about the model.
However, changing the uncertainty modeling technique
typically requires the user to reconstruct the affected
portion data model, often involving a fundamental change
in form. This makes the data model rigid, and as a
consequence, the user will typically need to anticipate their
use of uncertainty and build their model accordingly. This
poses a limitation for uncertainty visualization, limiting the
workflow loop where the user updates the model in
response to visualization.
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Fig. 1. Visualizations of employment numbers in California. Years 2005-
2010 are predicted. (a) Assuming the average growth. (b) Indicating
growth is estimated. (c) Possible growth. (d) Likely growth. (Data source:
California employment development department.)
3.3.2 Separation of Parameters
Furthermore, the strongly related parameters of the
uncertainty modeling technique are often treated as
separate variables. For example, rather than declaring a
variable as being modeled using a probability, many
environments require separate variables for mean and
variance. This is akin to use of the “go-to” directive before
the advent of structured programming, because the burden
is upon the user to treat these variables as being connected.
This separation has two significant ramifications: First, it is
easier to introduce errors since the environment does not
enforce any semantic properties of the uncertainty para-
meters and, second, the introduced complexity discourages
users from using uncertainty modeling techniques, limiting
the information available for visualization. Therefore, the
uncertainty parameters should be treated as part of a unit,
and the system should enforce the semantics of the
parameters.
3.3.3 Propagation of Uncertainty
Since it is usually up to the user to manage and interpret
uncertainty parameters, the use of information uncertainty
therefore requires the user to have a mathematical under-
standing of modeling techniques, not only when declaring
the uncertainty, but also for the subsequent propagation of
that uncertainty. It would therefore be ideal if the system
can track the uncertainty with the variable to which it
applies and manage propagation of the uncertainty when-
ever that variable is used.
4 ENCAPSULATING UNCERTAINTY IN INFORMATION
The previous section described a number of uncertainty
modeling and management issues that users face when they
seek to visualize information uncertainty. This section seeks
to overcome these issues through the use of a highly
cohesive polymorphic1 data model that encapsulates the
uncertainty within the variable. This approach has three
significant advantages: first, the uncertainty models become
polymorphic, allowing the user to think in terms of
variables and not their modeling techniques, thus reducing
model rigidity; second, it provides structural support for
dealing with parameters of the uncertainty as a unit,
thereby allowing automatic propagation of uncertainty
and avoiding common errors that arise when related
parameters are separated; and third, it integrates informa-
tion uncertainty modeling techniques into a consistent
framework, allowing homogeneous access for mapping
uncertainty into visual form.
4.1 Levels of Uncertainty Detail
There are numerous modeling techniques for describing
information uncertainty. Interested readers are directed to
[14] for mathematical foundations that aim toward a
general theory of information. We place these modeling
techniques into one of five general categories: estimate,
where the value is not guaranteed to be the true value;
nonspecificity, where the true value is known to be one of a
set of values; probability, where the likelihood of the true
value is known; membership, where the degree of member-
ship2 within a group or label is known; and belief, where the
believability of values is known. Two additional categories
are required for completeness: absolute certainty, which
covers values where there is no uncertainty, and uncertainty
ignorance, which is the degenerate case where uncertainty is
unknown or ignored.
Information uncertainty modeling is a way of improving
fidelity of the model. By adding information about the
uncertainty of a variable, the user is increasing the level of
knowledge about that variable. Consider the future employ-
ment growth rates used in Fig. 1, which are shown in Table 1.
With each graph,more information is shown about the future
employment rates. The value used in Table 1a is ignorant of
potential for variance in the predicted growth, implying its
value to be certain. In Table 1b, it is known that the value is
only an estimate, which is additional knowledge thatwas not
available in Table 1a. Table 1c adds further information: it is
certain that thevaluewill bewithin thebounds.Table 1dadds
evenmore information, thedegreeof certaintyaboutwhat the
actual growth value will be.
We further group the modeling techniques according to
their level of uncertainty detail (see Fig. 2): the top tier being
the crispstrata; themiddle tierbeingthebounded strata; andthe
lower tier being the explicit strata. Crispmodeling techniques
describe a single value to the exclusion of alternatives.
Estimates belong in the crisp strata, because estimates
represent values that are treated as though theywere the true
value: no information about the uncertainty is known other
than its existence. In the bounded strata, the modeling
techniques encode the boundaries between what is possible
andwhat is not. For example, the accuracy of ameasurement
device can be specified as 10 units. This means that it is
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1. Highly cohesive refers to inseparability of uncertainty parameters;
polymorphic refers to the definition covering different data types.
2. Although standard sets use the term “membership,” they do not
employ a notion of partialmembership and are thus part of the nonspecificity
category.
TABLE 1
Predicted Growth Rates Used in Fig. 1
Fig. 2. The information uncertainty modeling techniques sorted into
three strata.
certain that the measurement is within 10 units (assuming
that the device is working correctly), however, nothing is
stated about the degree of certainty of the possible values: it is
not stated thatþ1 is more or less certain thanþ2. The explicit
strata contain modeling techniques that explicitly state the
degree of certainty of all candidate values. For example, it is
more certain that the predicted employment growth rate in
California will be 0.147 than0.3.
Each strata provides increasing detail about the uncer-
tainty over the previous one. As the user refines their
model, they can progress downward along the strata with
the addition of more information. Thus, as the model is
refined, a variable may begin as an estimate, then be refined
to an interval once the extents are known, then be refined
further into a probability distribution as the full likelihood
becomes known. This refinement is implied by the arrows
in Fig. 2. The reverse operation is also possible where, by
removing information, the variable can be modeled using a
technique that is further back up the level of detail tree.
4.2 Information Uncertainty Conversion and
Propagation
To support the concept of refinement, conversion operators
are necessary to convert from one modeling technique to
another. Conversion operators are normally subject to the
uncertainty invariance principle [14], which requires that
the level of uncertainty remain unchanged after conversion.
We use the term promotion to refer to conversions that
increase the level of uncertainty detail and demotion for
decreasing the level of detail. The specific implementation
of conversion operators will depend on the user’s mathe-
matical requirements, and there is no single correct choice.
For example, a common interpretation when promoting a
nonspecific uncertainty value to a probability is to assign
each possible value an equal probability [13]. However, the
user may wish to take an alternative approach and, instead,
create a normal distribution.
For every variable, there exists a demotion that produces
a crisp value. We term this crisp value the representative
value for that variable. For example, in the case of
probabilities, the representative value can be one of the
most likely values, the mean, or any other operator that
suits the purpose of the user. The intention of the
representative value is to provide a value that the user
considers a reasonable estimate. The user will associate this
value with the variable when details of the uncertainty are
hidden from view.
Once a variable has associated uncertainty information,
the uncertainty is propagated through subsequent opera-
tions upon that variable. In order for variables to correctly
interact, either the user has chosen a mathematical model
that defines the semantics of the operation for the
combination of their associated uncertainty models (for
example, [14], [18], [28]), or the uncertainties are first
converted into compatible forms. Such conversions are
performed depending upon the needs of the user. For
example, consider the following operation C ¼ AþB,
where A is an interval, and B is a probability. The user
might prefer to make minimal assumptions, where Bwould
be demoted to an interval; or the user may wish to
maximize uncertainty detail, where A would be promoted
to a probability using default rules.
4.3 A Visualizable Form of Information Uncertainty
There are numerous ways to model information uncer-
tainty, some of which are discrete and others that are
continuous. Such a heterogeneous environment can make
visualization tools excessively complicated. It would there-
fore be beneficial to have a generalized form for describing
uncertainty that can be used when mapping uncertainty to
visual features.
Our approach is inspired by the description of fuzzy sets,
using the membership function , as a generalized form of
crisp sets (for example, [18]). A fuzzy set is defined using
membership function  :  ¼ ðvÞ, where  is the level of
membership ranging from 0 (definitely not a member) to 1
(definitely a member), and v is the candidate value. Thus,
the candidate value 28 is half in the fuzzy set long if
longð28Þ ¼ 0:5. This method of definition can be applied to
crisp sets, for example, the set A can be defined by
 ¼ 1 v 2 A
0 otherwise:

We expand this reasoning to other uncertainty modeling
types. However, we choose to replace the symbol for
membership to avoid confusion. Thus, the visualization
accessible form of information uncertainty is a function:
 ¼ fðvÞ;
where  is the degree of certainty ranging from 0 to 1, v is the
candidate value, and fðÞ is the degree of certainty function.
Traditional numbers can be considered to be a special type
of uncertainty modeling technique: the technique specifying
total certainty. The constant c is described by the following
uncertainty function:
 ¼ 1 v ¼ 2
0 otherwise:

We choose  ¼ 0 to indicate impossibility. The true meaning
of  varies with the type of uncertainty being modeled. For
nonspecificity types,  is either 0 (not possible) or 1
(possible). For membership methods,  ranges from 0
(definitely not a member) to 1 (definitely a member). For
probabilities and belief,  ranges from 0 (impossible) to 1
(certainly).
Some visualizations are intended to compare the values
of  with each other. Depending on the uncertainty of the
variable in question, the range of  can vary. In these
circumstances, it is desirable to normalize  such that
minðÞ ¼ 0 and maxðÞ ¼ 1.
The visualization system can focus on providing means
for mapping a range of [0..1] to visual elements, rather than
providing methods specific to each type of modeling
technique. Section 5 describes such an information un-
certainty visualization system based on a spreadsheet
paradigm. fðvÞ is provided as a special operator in the
spreadsheet formula language, giving a read only access to
the uncertainty.
5 SPREADSHEET SYSTEM FOR INFORMATION
UNCERTAINTY VISUALIZATION
This section describes an integrated visualization and
modeling system design that uses a spreadsheet paradigm.
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This integrates the modeling and visualization tasks,
allowing a tight feedback loop between visual inspection
and data model building.
The relationship between spreadsheets and other ap-
proaches can be illustrated using a formal definition for
spreadsheets that consists of four components [9]: the
schema, a definition of the spreadsheet logic; the data, which
are the instance values for this spreadsheet; the editorial,
which consists of headings, borders, etc.; and binding, which
is the mapping of the content to the tabular structure of
cells. It is the binding property that is responsible for the
tabular layout of a spreadsheet. The binding could be
replaced by a mapping of data to member variables, and the
editorial could be converted to comments, thereby allowing
implementation of the same functionality using a traditional
programming language.
The spreadsheet paradigm allows a great amount of
freedom for users to organize their information. The
freedom to quickly perform experimental calculations that
do not have to be integrated with the rest of the model is of
benefit to users. However, the drawback of this freedom is
that spreadsheets can be error prone. The fact that
spreadsheets are so widespread and yet capable of errors
has motivated much research into spreadsheet testing
methods [2], [17], particularly where spreadsheets are used
for financial decisions. Further discussion of error reduction
strategies is beyond the scope of this paper.
The terminology used in this section is as follows. The
spreadsheet matrix is made up of sheets. A sheet is a
heterogeneous sparse 2D grid of cells. Sheets are also
theoretically infinite, but practically constrained due to
resource limitations. Their heterogeneity refers to the ability
to have cells of different types within the same sheet. A cell
is an addressable location that contains a unit of informa-
tion. We use the term uncertainty spreadsheet to refer to any
spreadsheet that includes information uncertainty.
5.1 Motivation for Our Approach
Our approach integrates both the visualization andmodeling
tools into a single system. Spreadsheets are ideal for this
because they are interruptible, widely understood, and in a
constantly running state. The interruptible characteristic
allows the user tomove to another location in the spreadsheet
to experiment, without interferingwith theirmain task. They
are widely understood by users because spreadsheet use is
ubiquitous, especially in the financialmodeling field. Finally,
unlike scripts that must be run before they produce results, a
spreadsheet is constantly in an up-to-date state, allowing it to
be easily interrogated and refined.
To support the needs of visualizing information un-
certainty, the system must provide flexibility for mapping
uncertainty information to visual elements. The formula
construct of spreadsheets is both expressive and powerful
and is easily extended to enable access to uncertainty
information. Thus, the spreadsheet formula presents an
ideal mapping method.
There exist numerous information uncertainty modeling
techniques and multiple mathematical models for the
propagation of these uncertainties. Therefore, we use a
plug-in based architecture to allow new uncertainty data
types and propagation models to be added to the system.
Additionally, new visual elements can be provided through
the plug-in system, since new display techniques continue
to be developed.
5.2 Design of the Spreadsheet Software
The goal of this software is to directly support uncertainty
information within spreadsheet cells, in a managed and
extensible way. The process for construction of a spread-
sheet using the software is described in later in Section 5.4.
Fig. 3 shows the main components of the spreadsheet
software, which is designed to be modular. The kernel
provides the interface between the components. The
spreadsheet matrix is a collection of sheets and cells that the
user interacts with, containing all the information that is
required for persistent storage. The dependency tree is used to
update appropriate cells when changes are made. The
function tables provide an index to functions that are
invoked in formulas and are necessary to enable uncer-
tainty propagation and conversion. The visualization system
is a scenegraph-based graphics display system that maps
data stored in the spreadsheet matrix to visual elements.
The core plug-in adds basic spreadsheet functionality,
including string, number, and formula cell types; the
uncertainty plug-in extends the traditional types to include
estimates, intervals, and normal probabilities.
The user navigates the spreadsheet matrix and enters
input to be placed in the cells. The input takes the form of a
string, for which there is an edit field at the top of the
screen. Once the input has been submitted by the user, each
plug-in is queried to determine which should handle the
string. If none would match, then it is a string type. The
string is parsed by the appropriate plug-in, which generates
and returns a cell object. For example, the string “10þ2”
will be processed by the interval component of the
uncertainty plug-in to produce an interval of 10 2. The
resulting cell object is inserted into the current sheet at the
current cursor location.
Formulas are identified by a leading equals symbol. The
remainder of the string is parsed and converted into a
sequence of function calls, with infix operators (for example,
“þ”) being converted into function names (for example,
“add”).The function tablesareused to invoke theappropriate
function handler for the parameter types. Plug-ins register
function handlers with a ffunction name; parameter typesg
signature. Propagation of uncertainty is managed by using
multiple handlers for the same function name but with
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the system components.
different parameter type combinations. For example, interval
addition can be used when both parameters to the add
function are intervals. Themathematicalmodel formanaging
the propagation of uncertainty is user selectable, as different
domains may have different propagation requirements:
whenmore than one function handler is defined for the same
signature, the user can choose which one is active.
To handle operations between different types of un-
certainty, an appropriate function handler must be defined
for the parameter types. Our prototype system uses
function handlers that promote parameters to the higher
level of detail parameter type. For example, addition of
estimates and intervals result in intervals.
The use of formulas creates functional relations between
cells, and it is from these relations that the dependency tree
is built. The dependency tree lists the cells that directly
depend upon a particular cell. There cannot be any circular
references as this would create race conditions. When a user
completes updating an existing cell, the system recalculates
any affected cells. Affected cells are determined by walking
the dependency tree, starting with the current node. If the
current node is not a member of the dependency tree, then
no other cells need updating.
Typical spreadsheet languages contains basic operators
(such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division)
and, usually, a wealth of commonly used functions (such as
statistical and financial functions). To support information
uncertainty, the language needs to be extended to allow
access to the underlying uncertainty information. Two
categories of new functions are added. The first category
contains the conversion operators, which convert from one
type of uncertainty model to another. The second category
involves interrogation of the uncertainty details, which is
intended to be used for mapping to visual elements. This
second category makes use of the visualizable uncertainty
form given in Section 4.3. The prototype system provides
five such interrogation functions, listed in Table 2.
The user will sometimes think of the cell contents as the
representative value. Therefore, to avoid visual clutter, the
system has an option that hides the uncertainty details and
displays the representative value in the cell. Fig. 4 shows a
screenshot of the prototype system where uncertainty
hiding has been enabled. The currently highlighted cell
shows the value 171.51, whereas the cell contents is actually
“normpdf(175.51,5).” This behavior parallels formulas,
which display the result of the calculation in the cell rather
than the formula itself. The prototype automatically shades
cells to help identify those that are uncertain. The color
scheme was chosen arbitrarily.
The visualization system is implemented as a specialized
sheet, called a visualization sheet. The layout of the
visualization sheet matches the scene graph structure, with
every nonempty row of the visualization sheet representing
a node in the graph. The starting column indicates the
position of the node in the hierarchy, where a row that
begins in column n will be a child node of its nearest
preceding row that begins in columns 1::n 1, or the root
node if none can be found. Thus, all rows beginning with
the column “A” will be children of the root node, whereas
rows beginning in column “B” will be children of a
preceding row beginning in column “A,” etc. The first
nonempty column contains a string key that determines the
node type. The subsequent columns contain the parameters
for that node. The nodes themselves are implemented by
classes derived from the scene graph group_node. It is the
responsibility of the node object to perform type checking
on parameters.
Fig. 5 shows a visualization sheet with three children of
the root node: a Title node, which displays title text; a
2Daxes node, which generates a rectangular grid; and a
Scale node, which adds a scaling to the transformation
matrix of its children. The 2Daxes node has two children,
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TABLE 2
Prototype Uncertainty Interrogation Functions
Fig. 4. Screenshot of the prototype with uncertainty hidden.
Fig. 5. Visualization sheet for the graph in Fig. 8.
which specify the labels for each axis. The Scale node has a
Translate child, and together, they position the data
correctly over the 2Daxes object. The Color node specifies
that its child should be drawn in blue. The AreaLine node
takes a sequence of lower and upper y-values and produces
the polygon representing the data. All parameter fields can
either contain an immediate value or a formula. For
example, the cell E8 in Fig. 5 contains the formula
“=Lower(Sheet 1!F8),” indicating that this cell should
contain the lower bounds of the cell “F8” in the sheet
“Sheet 1.”
Uncertainty is mapped to visual elements using the
functions in Table 2. For example, the Certainty() function
canbeused tomap thedegree of certainty toopacity fornodes
supporting an opacity parameter, as was done in Fig. 1d.
5.3 Capabilities of the Spreadsheet Software
The default uncertainty plug-in implements several infor-
mation uncertainty modeling techniques. This allows users
to construct a model using information uncertainty models
as native types. The parameters of the uncertainty are
inherent in the cell, providing structural and semantic
support for the uncertainty modeling technique, thereby
avoiding potential errors that can arise when parameters
are separated.
The system provides an ability to choose the propagation
model from options supplied by plug-ins. The user is now
free to iteratively build uncertainty into a model: first, a
rough crisp data model is produced as a proof of concept;
then, the user refines the data model by promoting
variables to add uncertainty detail. Each variable with
uncertainty is treated as a unit and propagation of the
uncertainty is handled automatically using the chosen
propagation model.
The modular and extensible plug-in based architecture
allows new cell types, propagation models, and scene graph
nodes to be defined by plug-ins. New cell types can be used
to cover additional uncertainty modeling techniques; new
propagation models are able to handle propagation of
uncertainty and combinations of various modeling techni-
ques; and new scene graph nodes allow future display
techniques to be supported.
The use of a visualization sheet keeps the interface
consistent and brings the power of formulas to the visual
mappingprocess. Through the combinations of several visual
elements, sophisticated visualizations can be constructed by
the user. This provides the flexibility to perform traditional
visualization tasks and supporting the sometimes-unusual
needs of information uncertainty visualization.
5.4 Process for Constructing an Uncertainty
Spreadsheet
We use an incremental process to building uncertainty
spreadsheets. It is typically most convenient to begin
construction of a model at the high level, where the focus
is on logic, before proceeding to add details. The use of
uncertainty modeling increases detail and is therefore
typically most conveniently added later, once the basic
structure of the model is in place. This is particularly true of
information uncertainty.
Fig. 6 shows the process for building an uncertainty
spreadsheet. In the first step, an initial spreadsheet is built,
typically using uncertainty ignorance data types. This step is
similar to building a traditional spreadsheet and includes the
spreadsheet structure, variables, and formulas. Next, the
spreadsheet is iteratively refined in three ways: first, un-
certainty detail is added to (or removed from) variables;
second, visualizations in the model are added, altered, or
removed;andthird, themodel canberefined in the traditional
sense such as changing formulas or adding variables.
The task labeled refine uncertainty details consists of two
types of activities: adding/removing uncertainty detail and
changing the mathematical model for propagation. There
are three main steps to add or remove uncertainty details:
first, the appropriate variable is identified, for example, a
variable whose uncertainty is currently ignored; second, its
details are changed (promoted/demoted); and third, those
changes are evaluated, returning to the second step if found
to be inadequate.
5.5 Comparison to Traditional Spreadsheets
To incorporate uncertainty modeling in a traditional
spreadsheet requires three major changes. First, the
uncertainty details must be recorded in the spreadsheet
somewhere, resulting in additional cells being used. The
addition of new cells changes the layout of the spreadsheet
and increases the amount of information that the user faces.
Furthermore, the number of cells that are added depend on
the number of parameters required by the uncertainty data
type. Second, formulas need to be changed to incorporate
the propagation of uncertainty details. These formulas
become harder to understand, because the uncertainty
information handling obscures the fundamental operation.
The uncertainty information propagation must also be
carried forward to all downstream formulas, which can be
many. Third, any graphs or visualizations should be
updated to include uncertainty information as appropriate.
There are four limitations to traditional spreadsheets for
incorporating uncertainty. First, the user is required to be
intimately aware of the uncertainty modeling technique,
including rules for its propagation, before they can
incorporate it in their model. Second, it is prohibitive to
change the level of uncertainty information after the initial
design. Adding uncertainty information after the model is
already in place becomes an arduous task that is error
prone. Should more information come to light, for which
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Fig. 6. Process for constructing an uncertainty spreadsheet.
another uncertainty modeling technique is more appro-
priate, then all affected parts of the model have to be
manually rebuilt. Third, it is also prohibitive to change the
mathematical propagation model, since changing propaga-
tion rules requires all formulas to be rewritten. Fourth, there
are currently few built-in visualization techniques for
information uncertainty. The visualization techniques that
are supplied target specific uncertainty modeling types (for
example, intervals). To create sophisticated visualizations
requires the user to export their data to a more advanced
visualization system.
Our system overcomes these four limitations. In contrast
to adding new cells to the spreadsheet, our approach is to
store the uncertainty information in the same cell. The
immediate advantages of this approach are that the
spreadsheet does not change in layout and the number of
cells do not increase, irrespective of the type or volume of
uncertainty information it contains. Furthermore, the
system is aware of this uncertainty information and has a
mechanism for resolving appropriate propagation opera-
tions in formulas, meaning that formulas do not change
either. Thus, it is a local change to a single cell to add,
change, or remove uncertainty for a variable. Exceptions
only occur where the user’s chosen mathematical model
prohibits particular operations or combinations, which is no
different to any traditional approach. The system resolves
operations using a table of operations that the user can
control at a global level. Therefore, should an alternative
mathematical model be needed, no change on the actual
spreadsheet contents is required. Our system uses a flexible
visualization sheet that allows sophisticated visualizations
to be explored. The advantage is that any changes to the
spreadsheet are immediately reflected in the visualizations.
We interviewed two financial analysis experts, three
regular spreadsheet users, and one general computer user.
Participants were shown the prototype system applied to a
sensitivity analysis scenario. All respondents found the
approach to be clear and intuitive. Of the five that used
spreadsheets regularly, all indicated that they would like
use uncertainty spreadsheets as a tool. The most common
reasons for wanting to use an uncertainty spreadsheet were
time savings and immediate visual feedback.
6 CASE STUDY
This section illustrates the advantages of using our
architecture over a traditional spreadsheet when used in a
case study. The problem to be explored is understanding
and visualizing the profitability of a prospective investment
property. Acquiring property for investment and rental
income is a common prospect for many who may not have a
background in finance. However, there are many estima-
tions and subtle interactions between variables that can
have significant effects on the profit outcomes. Further-
more, many of these interactions are poorly understood or
difficult to define, even for experts.
The decision to acquire an investment property is based
on profitability of the investment. Therefore, the output of
the model is a Net Present Value (NPV) calculation that
gives a comparison of the profitability of buying a property
using a deposit against investing that same deposit into a
fixed interest vehicle. A positive NPV indicates that the
property investment is more attractive.
The NPV calculation is as follows:
NPV ¼
Xt
n¼1
CashFlowðnÞ
ð1þ inÞn ;
where t is the number of years the property is held; in is the
after tax interest rate in year n; and CashFlow is given by
CashFlow ¼ r p oþ x CI þ CO  u;
where r is rental income; p is the loan payment for the
current year; o is the ongoing expenses; x is the tax refund
due to investment; CI is the deposit paid on purchase; CO is
the deposit þ net profit on sale; and u are upfront costs.
6.1.1 Building the Initial Spreadsheet
If uncertainty is ignored, then the common approach to this
problem is to create a tabular spreadsheet: each column
contains a variable and each iteration of n adds another
row. A summary page is created where input variables,
such as increases in salary, can be placed in an accessible
location. The user is able to change input details and
observe their effects over a number of years, usually with
the aid of graphs.
Most of the variables in this model are subject to
uncertainty. For example, rental income becomes progres-
sively less certain the farther into the future it is predicted;
loan repayments are similarly uncertain since they are
dependent on a variable interest rate; the tax refund is
uncertain because it depends upon taxation law, employ-
ment status, and promotions, all of which can change
unexpectedly; and the net profit on sale is always subject to
uncertainty.
6.1.2 Spreadsheet Layout Is Unchanged
Adding uncertainty details using our software does not add
new cells or change the spreadsheet layout. Fig. 7 illustrates
this using the annual salary increase projected over 20 years.
There are four variables: salary growth, which is given by the
user, salary, tax, and net income. Uncertainty information
propagates from salary increase to salary to tax. Theuserwishes
to model the salary increase as an interval of 7 1 (6 to 8).
Fig. 7a shows the original spreadsheet model prior to
modeling an interval. Fig. 7b presents a solution using a
traditional spreadsheet, which requires six columns to
represent three variables. Each column had to be manually
added, and the formula for tax and salaryhad to beupdated to
reflect this change. Fig. 7c shows our prototype system with
uncertainty hiding switched on. The salary growth field was
promoted to an interval ð7 1Þ, and no other change was
made. In this view, the updated model closely reflects the
original.3 Fig. 7d is the sameas Fig. 7cwithuncertainty hiding
switched off.
6.1.3 Formulas Are Unchanged
The shaded cells indicate that they contain an interval; thus,
it can be seen from Fig. 7b that the uncertainty is
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3. Note that the number shown represents the halfway value between the
upper and lower limits. The upper limit grows more rapidly than the lower
limit, thus the mean value for [6, 8] percent growth will not match 7 percent
growth.
propagated automatically to both salary and tax. The
formulas for these cells, however, are unchanged. It is
noteworthy that although the figure shows the representa-
tive value in each cell, the user can always toggle the
viewing option to show the uncertainty details instead of
the representative value. The traditional approach not only
changes layout, but the formulas had to be repeated to
calculate both the low and high rates.
To achieve the same effect using a traditional spreadsheet
requires more effort. First, each affected variable must be
expanded to two cells, namely, the upper and lower bounds.
This typically involves adding an additional column for each
variable that is calculated over multiple years. Second, the
propagationof theuncertainty informationmustbemanually
managed by adding the appropriate formulas.
6.1.4 Visualization Can Be Abstracted from
Uncertainty Type
Using the traditional spreadsheet limited the graphs to
those that the program provided, of which two could be
used to indicate the intervals. The first was a graph that
used error bars, whereas the second was to overlay the
maximum and minimum lines on the same graph as two
different data points. However, these traditional graphs
only work with interval data. In contrast, the graph in Fig. 8
will work with the other data types.
The graph in Fig. 8 was generated using three elements
in a visualization sheet: a title text object, a 2D axes object,
and a polygon. The 2D axes object takes as parameters the
label and range for the vertical and horizontal axes. The
polygon requires a color specified in the first four cells,
followed by a series of alternating x and y-coordinates. The
y-coordinate is given by first the lower bounds of the
variable, then the upper bounds, using formulas of the form
“=Lower(cellref),” where cellref is a reference to a cell
containing NPV for the appropriate year. These functions
are defined for all numerical types. For example, the Upper()
and Lower() functions return the same value when that
value is certain, resulting in a line graph.
6.1.5 Changing Uncertainty Models Is Easy
The user can choose to use the modeling technique that is
appropriate for the variable, with little regard for how the
rest of the data is modeled. The interest rates are unlikely to
change maximally and more likely to stay even. Therefore,
it is desirable to model the changes in interest rates as a
probability distribution. To model this, we choose a
Gaussian distribution centered on no change, which is a
reasonable assumption in an unknown economic climate.
Using our system, the user simply promotes the annual
change in interest rates to a Gaussian probability distribution.
As with intervals, the uncertainty will be automatically
propagated through to NPV. If multiple uncertain variables
interact, our system automatically manages their combined
uncertainty information.
In contrast, the traditional spreadsheet requires more
work to achieve the same effect. Each variable now requires
two cells of a different sort: the first cell to contain the mean
and the second cell for the variance. Every formula that was
previously written to handle the intervals must now be
changed to handle normal distributions, which requires
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Fig. 7. Interval modeling example: (a) original model, (b) traditional spreadsheet, (c) prototype system uncertainty hidden, and (d) prototype system
uncertainty shown.
Fig. 8. Using an interval (0.5) for annual change in interest rates
propagates the uncertainty to NPV.
both mathematical competency and care to avoid introdu-
cing errors. If multiple uncertain variables interact, then the
formulas must be painstakingly integrated.
6.1.6 Flexibility for Sophisticated Visualization
The ability to use multiple visual elements, and map data to
those elements using formulas, gives the user the flexibility
to create sophisticated visualizations such as Fig. 9. This
figure shows the most likely NPV against the year of sale and
the property value appreciation. The volume is actually
composed by layering several surfaces, with the certainty
of NPV mapped to opacity. The color of the surface is red if
the NPV is negative, green otherwise. A wireframe outline
of the extents of the thresholded NPV volume was added to
provide context.
The information shown in Fig. 9 could not be produced
using current spreadsheets. First, flexibility of visualization
was required to stack multiple surfaces with varying color
and translucency together with a wireframe outline into a
single 3D space. Second, the calculations that underpin the
uncertainty propagation are complicated enough to be
prohibitive.
6.1.7 Reaction of Domain Experts
The case study was presented to two financial analysis
experts for feedback. Their reactions were positive: results
were intuitive to follow, the methods would save them
time, and the visualizations were easy enough to follow and
provided useful information.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The spreadsheet software presented here allows the user to
easily add (and remove) uncertainty details to variables as
needed. This makes it easy for the user to find the
appropriate uncertainty modeling technique for the pro-
blem at hand. The uncertainty information is automatically
propagated to related parts in the model and is readily
available for mapping to visual elements. This quickly fills
the model with accessible uncertainty information, making
it easier to visualize. The visualizations are built on a low
level, using formulas and cell references. This provides the
expressive power of spreadsheet formulas and the benefits
of online visualization. The user can create unusual and
sophisticated visualizations with immediate feedback
whenever a change is made to the spreadsheet. All these
factors overcome barriers to the use of information
uncertainty visualization by making it easier, less error
prone, and more accessible.
The extensible architecture allows new cell types,
operations, and visual elements to be defined by plug-ins.
In this paper, we have considered several modeling
techniques, but further work can easily add more. For
example, classic sets are nonspecific types that could be
evaluated in an expert systems context. Although new data
types can be added, parsing formulas to recognize arbitrary
constants in an extensible way is nontrivial (consider
“¼ 5þ2 2,” which should evaluate to 3 2). The
prototype system does not support unusual constants to
be declared inside a formula. Future work could explore the
use of a dynamic parser. One way around the problem is to
force all constants to be defined by functions, for example,
“interval(5, 2) - 2.”
The visualization sheet keeps the interface consistent and
brings the power of formulas to the visual mapping process.
The user is given flexibility to create the visualizations that
they desire. Although this is ideal for information un-
certainty visualization research, it is perhaps too low level
for typical users of spreadsheets. It would be worth
investigating the incorporation of a higher level interface
such as the multiagent framework.
Cells are able to display two states: either the represen-
tative value or the full description. Spreadsheets appeal to
users because they can see across multiple cells; therefore, it
is worth to explore further ways of representing the
uncertainty inside cells. For example, other views might
show various levels of detail. Another option would be to
show graphical representations. There has been extensive
work on spreadsheets that incorporate graphical cells, and
these ideas can be explored in an uncertainty context.
The color scheme used to shade uncertain cells in the
prototype was chosen arbitrarily, but this could be explored
further. For example, the color might be chosen to represent
the degree of certainty in the cell and assign a more
saturated color to those that are more uncertain. Such a
scheme could aid the user to quickly distinguish areas of
high uncertainty.
Although the system presented here uses a spreadsheet
paradigm, many of the concepts can be applied to other
paradigms such as data flow networks or script-based
languages. Typical mathematical modeling languages such
as Matlab currently require separate variables to hold the
mean and variance of a Gaussian distribution. Conse-
quently, it is not a simple task to promote a variable to a
different uncertainty type. Future work could investigate a
similar approach for these environments.
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